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ABOUT BRENT

KEY NOTE TOPICS
PERSONAL/PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Brent brings extensive
hands-on insurance industry
experience, having spent 15
years as a successful
commercial lines producer.
In 2012, Brent was named
one of the top 12 young
agents in the country. Brent
has been focusing on his
passion to help insurance
professionals gain influence,
maximize their potential, and
grow their book of business.

Your Greatest Enemy | Understanding the 8 Growth Gaps that
Prevent You From Greatness
Personal & professional growth
does not occur automatically.
Growth stops when you lose the
tension between where
you are & where you could be.
In this powerful keynote, Brent
Kelly will challenge your agency
to stop settling & start stretching.
You will learn the 8 growth traps
that are keeping you from
greatness & 4 ways for you can begin to transition from accidental to intentional
growth right away. Brent will challenge and inspire you to live each day with passion,
purpose and persistence. For businesses to grow and prosper today, it takes more
than simply implementing a new technique or process, it requires the development
and growth of every member of your team. This session will inspire you and your
entire team to reach their true potential and maximize your results.

Create Authentic Connections and Grow Your Book of Business
What do you think is the primary cause for your positive results? It isn’t talent or
experience. The primary cause for any successful business, leader, or producer is
the ability to effectively communicate and connect with their target audience.
This all starts with the proper mindset and attitude. If you want to grow your book
of business, you need to stop convincing and start connecting. In this fun and
high energy keynote presentation, Brent will discuss the authentic
communication practices that separate low achievers from the high achievers.
You will learn how to find common ground, make communication simple and
powerful, and gain influence with your prospects, clients, and community.

KEY NOTE TOPICS
INFLUENCE AND LEADERSHIP
The 6 Questions Every Insurance Leader Must Ask to Gain Influence
Leadership is influence, nothing more nothing less. If you want to be a better
leader, you must become a person of influence. With greater influence, you can
achieve more success in every area of life and business. This high energy
presentation will teach you simple, insightful ways to interact more positively
with others, and watch your personal and organizational success go off the
charts. You will see employees respond with new enthusiasm, managers reach
more people, and producers break records. If you think you are leading, but no
one is following, you are only taking a walk.

RAVE REVIEWS
"As an event planner, you need to be able to trust that the speakers you hire to educate,
entertain and inspire will do just that. You can trust that Brent Kelly gets the job done. In our
most recent event, Brent was rated as one of the top three speakers out of 29 presentations.
He's professional, friendly and delivers a world-class performance your audience will love.
Don't think twice about adding Brent Kelly to your event."
- Ryan Hanley, SVP of Marketing, Trusted Choice
"Brent Kelly works with insurance agents to successfully expand their business scope. With
his assistance, you will not only develop effective leadership strategies to help build lasting
relationships, you will also cultivate skills that are necessary for long-term growth and
development."
- Katie Goswitz, Independent Insurance Agents of Wisconsin, Education Coordinator
"Brent came recommended to us by another speaker (who is also an insurance agent). After
talking with Brent, we realized that he would be a great fit as our keynote speaker. His energy,
excitement, and willingness to help agents was apparent in the feedback from our attendees.
As an added bonus, Brent was very easy to work with during the planning process. He was
very communicative and always offering to do more to help!"
- Libby Gardner, Senior Education Coordinator at Professional Insurance Agents of Indiana
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